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|| GITA - SAAR ||

Why do you worry in vain?
          Why do fear?
                  Who can kill you?

We take this opportunity to thank all those who helped us directly or indirectly in publishing this year's
'Arghya - Sovenir-2020' - the patrons, the advertisers, the printer and others.

Any error or ommission is deeply regretted.

- Souvenir Commitee

A soul never dies or takes a birth.

"Whatever happened - happened for good;

Whatever is happening - is happening for good;

Whatever will happen - will happen for good.

Do not worry about the past or the future
 -                                   live in the present.

"What have you lost that makes you cry?
What did you bring to this earth that you have lost?
You came empty handed and will die empty handed.
Today what is yours - yesterday was someone else's

And tomorrow will belong to someone else.
Whatever materialistic pleasures you

have caused you sufferings.

Change is a rule of the world
In a second you become a rich and 

in a second you become poor.
This is a mine, that is yours - 

Remove such feelings and you will be liked by everyone. 

This body is not yours - 
it is made of Fire, Water, Air, Earth & the Sky

your inner soul is constant.

You should dedicate yourself to the God.
He will free you of your fear, anger & sorrow.

Whatever you do; dedicate it to God.
By doing so you will get the pleasure of becoming free from

Life-death cycle.
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 Message from General Secretary 

 Wishing you all a Blissful "Sharadiya"!! 

Purbapalli Durgotsav the most popular in Gurgaon will be celebrating its 32nd Durga Puja this year. Our 
Puja has made an indelible mark in the hearts of the local community and it aspires to sustain this 
established community bond in the ever so fleeting world. The values are handed over from generation 
to generation. I feel very privileged and honoured to have been chosen as the General Secretary of our 
warm, generous and close-knit Purbapalli family. 

The Covid-19 pandemic indeed turned our lives upside down. In these trying times, it is incredible to 
see how well we have bonded together as the Purbapalli family. This was evident in our overwhelming 
contributions to help the poor and the needy who were affected by the COVID pandemic and also 
devastated by the havoc caused by the Amphan cyclone. It also shows our strong commitment to stand 
with our people back home even though we are hundreds of miles away. 

We all feel proud that Purbapalli received accolades of best Durga Puja & best Idol in 2019! While 
building a culture within the organization and conducting the Puja & rituals by following the norms 
have always remained as the primary objective, at the same time it gives us joy when our Puja is 
receiving accolades every year. Without such traits we would not have been able to embark upon 
newer endeavours like Bangla Mela, Bangla Utsav, Bangla class and more… we firmly believe that the 
list will keep growing! We know it well that the cornerstone of our renewed success hinges on our core 
principles of inclusion, mutual respect, philanthropy and community service. 

The 32nd year of Durga Puja celebration will be different. Unfortunately, pandemic has made it 
impossible this year to celebrate the festivals in the same manner as in the previous years. We need to 
restrict us from some of the customs this year. We must avoid crowding, maintain social distance, wear 
masks and use sanitizer. Therefore, after a lot of deliberations and measuring all the pros and cons, we 
have endeavoured to sustain the puja ambience and keep the flame of the puja spirit alive without 
breaking the social distancing norms. We have planned to take the celebration online as much as 
possible. 

We would like to thank all participants of the cultural and sports events who will enthral the audience 
this year through virtual stage. Our goal is to keep our culture and heritage alive and your efforts will 
have a major contribution in meeting this goal. 

All our committee convenors and members are our lifeline. Please accept our sincere appreciation and 
gratitude. You are selflessly devoting your time and effort to make this event a success. My salute to all 
of you! 

Our sincere thanks to our sponsors whose monetary and moral support inspire us and keep us going. 

I welcome you all to join in our Puja celebration. We strive to make this event even better every year 
and this is only possible with your support and generosity. 

Let us join hands to pray to "Maa Durga" to bless us so that we can tide over this pandemic soon. 

Hoping all of you have a great time! 

Warm regards, 

Mihir Karmakar 
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PURBAPALLI COMMITTEE MEMBERS (2020-21)

STEERING COMMITTEE

Smt.Chhandita Warkare

Shri D Bhattacharya

Shri Pradyut Banerjee

PRESIDENT

Shri Arabinda Roy

VICE PRESIDENT

Shri Aniruddh Nandi

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Shri Bhaskar De

Shri Asit Baran Das

Shri Shubhankar Sanyal

Shri Malay Mondal

Shri Arup Basu

Shri Alokenath De

Shri Sanjoy Dutta Gupta

Shri Shoubhik Sen

GENERAL SECRETARY

Shri Mihir Karmakar

JOINT SECRETARY

Shri Rajarshi Sengupta

TREASURER

Shri Rajat Sengupta

JOINT TREASURERS

Shri Subho Sen

KALI PUJA & SARASWATI PUJA SECRETARY 

Shri Swapan Kumar Biswas
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PURBAPALLI  SUB-COMMITTEE MEMBERS (2020-21)

PRATIMA 

Conveners: Shri Shoubhik Sen 

            Shri Subhankar Sanyal       

Members: Smt.Madhumita Nandi 

  Smt.Jayita Sen 

  Smt Shampa Sanyal

                                             

PUJA & PRASAD

Conveners: Shri Dheeman Chatterjee    

                Shri Rahul Ghosal

         Shri Janmejay Patra

Members: Smt.Manashi Chatterjee

                Smt.Anindita Banerjee

  Smt.Jui Sengupta

  Smt. Chhanda Warkare

  Shri Shoubhik Sen

PANDAL 

Conveners:  Shri Tapas Majumder  

  Shri Malay Mondal  

Members:   Shri Shoubhik Sen

  Shri Chinmoy Roy                         

     Shri Subho Sen 

  Shri Sandipan Mukherjee

  Shri Gobindo Bhowal

 Shri Prashant Goswami

 Shri Saurabh Samaddar

DECORATION 

Conveners:  Shri Gobindo Bhowal  

               Shri Satyajit Ganguly   

Members:  Shri Shoubhik Sen

  Smt Manashi Chaterjee

  Shri Ayan Bhattacharya

  Shri Tapash Majumder

SECURITY 

Conveners:  Shri Sandip Ghosh

               Shri Abhishek Roy  

Members: Shri Subrata Ghosh

  Shri Prashant Goswami

  Shri Jayanta Ghosh

  Shri Indradeep Banerjee

  Shri Shibaji Mitra

  Shri Anjan Ganguly

VENUE 

Conveners: Shri Prashant Goswami 

               Shri Tanmoy Sengupta 

Members: Shri Anjan Ganguly

  Shri Shibaji Mitra          

                  Shri Soumendu Banerjee

              Shri Sumant Mukherjee

  Shri Rajib Dutta Majumder

  Shri Sandip Ghosh

INSTALLATION & IMMERSION

Conveners: Shri Diptendu Mandal        

               Shri Somnath Chaterjee

Members: Shri Tapas Kr. Mitra

                     Shri Sumant Mukherjee

  Shri Shibaji Mitra

  Shri Sudip Bhattacharjee (Apex)

               Shri Soumendu Banerjee

PUBLICATIONS

Conveners: Shri Arnab Das               

               Smt.Madhumita Nandi

Members: Shri Rajarshi Sengupta

                   Shri Aurindom Mukherjee
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               Shri Joyes Sarkar

Members: Smt.Preeti Duttagupta

  Shri Rahul Ghosal

                     Shri Satyajit Ganguly

  Shri Gobindo Bhowal

  Shri Abhijit Ghosh

MEMBERSHIP

Conveners:       Shri Sanjit Panda       

  Shri Pallab Roy 

Members: Smt. Manashi Chatterjee 

  Smt. Barnini Sen

  Shri Rajarshi Sengupta

  Shri Subho Sen     

ANANDAMELA 

Conveners: Smt Suparna Dutta Majumder 

                     Smt Piyali Sengupta  

Members:  Shri Swapan Kr. Biswas  

  Shri Abhirup Lahiri

FINANCE

Conveners:       Shri Rajarshi Sengupta   

               Shri Bhaskar De

Members:   Shri Indradeep Banerjee  

                      Shri Arnab Bhattacharjee

                           Shri Somnath Chaterjee

                           Shri Nilanjan Ray

               Shri Diptendu Mondol

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Conveners:     Smt Urmi Karmakar   

               Smt.Jui Sengupta 

Members:  Smt.Manashi Chatterjee

  Shri Prashant Goswami

              Shri Rajesh Sinha

  Shri Rajesh Modi

                           

BANGLA CLASS 

Conveners:       Shri Abhijit Ghosh

  Smt.Indrani Goswami

CULTURAL

Convenors: Shri Arup Das

               Shri Soumen Saha 

Members: Smt. Chhanda Warkare 

  Smt. Manashi Chatterjee

  Shri Himadri Nayak

  Shri Gobindo Bhowal

STAGE MANAGEMENT

Convenors: Smt.Manashi Chatterjee 

               Shri Shailesh Bhartia 

Members: Smt.Urmi Karmakar 

  Shri Anjan Ganguly

  Shri Sanjoy Duttagupta

SPORTS & ACTIVITY  

Conveners: Smt.Souditi Das 

               Smt. Mili Majumder

Members:   Smt.Urmi Karmakar

  Shri Bhaskar De

  Smt.Sutopa Roy

                       Shri Prabuddha Kundu

  Shri Soumen Saha

BHOG & REFRESHMENT

Conveners:       Shri Swapan Kr. Biswas                 

           Shri Rajesh Kr.  Sinha       

Members: Shri Janmejay Patra 

  Shri Tanmoy Sengupta 

  Shri Atanu Samanta

  Shri Amulya Roy

    

STALLS & BANNERS

Conveners:       Shri Abhiroop Lahiri 

               Shri Arnab Bhattacharya

Members: Smt. Barnini Sen

  Shri Rajarshi Sengupta

  Shri Bikram Gupta 

  Shri Samrat Nandy

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Convener: Shri Himadri Nayak 
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Chatterjee moshai was a very inspiring figure for 

all of us. One of the founder members of our 

Purbapalli Durgabari Society pujo, his address 

has been the official address for the society for a 

long time. Even as his health was failing he never 

hesitated to take initiative for the Pujo. The first 

Puja Meeting would take place at his residence. 

He used to take a keen interest in the Pratima 

and Pujo rituals. Bhog for Sondhi pujo would be 

personally prepared by him. 

Like a true Bengali he was very fond of good food 

and of feeding others. His family members were 

act ively  involved in  sett ing Menu and 

preparation of Bhog during Pujo days.

He was also a very congenial and affable person 

who approached and brought-in many bengalis 

to become part of the Pujo society.

However, he was also known to be a man of 

principles who never hesitated to take a stand in 

the face of mismanagement or issues that 

seemed unfair. He will be missed by all as a 

prominent person who developed Purbapalli 

Pujo to a well-known position in Gurugram.

In memory of Late B. K. Chatterjee
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PurbapalliDurgotsav is one of the biggest and oldest Durga Puja in Gurgaon. Over 
the years, it has become the most popular Durga Puja, drawing huge crowds not 
only from Gurgaon but from all parts of Delhi NCR as well. Specially known for its 
Pratima, the Puja has won many Awards in the past including the Best Pratima and 
Best Pujo in 2019.

Narayani Namastute award for Best Idol in 2019

PURBAPALLI RECEIVED 
PRESTIGIOUS AWARDS IN 2019
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PURBAPALLII'S PHILANTHROPIC
RESPONSES IN 2020

The year 2020 will go down in human history for the unforeseen pandemic brought forth by Covid that shook the 
world to its core. It began as a regular year with a new promise and the plans for Bengali New Year celebration 
and Durga Puja, we all wait for whole year were being carried out with great zest when the Pandemic hit hard! 
We were stunned into silence and left numb as the news of thousands of deaths surged and were flashed in 
every news on every media out there. It gradually became more and more obvious that being safe and alive 
would be the biggest blessing at the moment. Purbapalli members heard the call for service at this time and 
stalled all plans to jump into immediate action to stand beside thepeople affected due to pandemic. In this crisis 
situation, members came forward and voluntarily contributed for groceries/dry-ration which were distributed in 
neighbourhood areas of Gurgaon and also contributed towards PM Cares Fund for COVID relief. 

As we reeled from the throes of Covid, forcing everyone to shelter-in-place, the news of cyclone Amphan hitting 
West Bengal came through. Purbapalli members once more took upon the uphill task to raise funds and do their 
bit to help the Amphan victims. It was amazing to see our members come forward and heartily participate in this 
endeavour once more. They came forward with very generous contributions in cash as well as kind.Members' 
contributions for the Amphan affected people of Bengal handed over to Bharat Sevashram Sangha, Gurgaon. 
Members also donated clothes, sarees etc. which were distributed in cyclone affected villages of West Bengal 
through localNGO. Purbapalli members have always come forward for such social causes.
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Members' generous contributions for the Amphan 
affected people of Bengal handed over to Bharat 

Sevashram Sangha at their Gurgaon ashram.

Members donated clothes and sarees for 
distribution in Amphan affected villages of Bengal 
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Bangla�Mela
A slice of Bengal in Gurgaon

For most of us, who have left our hometowns in Bengal, we always 
yearn for the rich art and culture, music and cuisine which is so 
intrinsically Bengali. The nostalgia associated takes us back to our 
roots for however short a period of time.
It is with this objective in mind that for the first time Purbapalli 
organised Bangla Mela in Feb 2020 in Gurgaon. It was co-hosted by 
Sushant Lok Durga Puja Committee. Not only for Bengalis, Bangla 
Mela was meant to showcase Bengal to the community at large in 
Gurgaon and NCR as a whole.
The whole experience was broadly divided into three sections:
Art, Literature and Handicrafts - there was a rich display of Bengali 
literature, handloomsand handicrafts. Bengali books, posters, 
Saris, Patachitra, Jutework was there. Artisans were invited from 
rural areas of Bengal to display and sell their amazing work.
Cuisine - the best of Bengali cuisine including sweets from the best 
of vendors in Delhi NCR. Bengali delicacies and snacks, Mughlai 
food, Bengali sweets and even Jhalmuri was present. Needless to 
say, there was a huge rush at every food stall.

Music – the section which kept the crowd entertained for the whole 
day. The range included folk music like Baul, Rabindrasangeet, 
modern Bengali songs right upto a Bangla Band.
It was a fun filled day as everyone enjoyed. The response has 
encouraged us to do it on a much larger scale next time.
Sudeshna in her bold rendition of 'Ami BanglarGaan gai' made 
our eyes moist and captured the essence of the day,

Aami Bangla y bhalobashi
Aami Bangla kebhalobashi

Aamitarihaathdhoresharaprithibi r manusherkacheashi
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ACCORD ACCORD ACCORD 
CHARITABLECHARITABLECHARITABLE
TRUST (RPG)TRUST (RPG)TRUST (RPG)

With Best Compliment From 

11 CAMAC Street Kolkata 700017
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ADITYA EXPORTS
KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI

With Best 
Compliment From 
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Anondomela the name itself signifies spreading of joy and happiness and is an integral 
part of Durga Pujo.

Infact the Pujo festivities start with Anondomela.

This year due to the ongoing pandemic we from Anondomela Team have attempted 
something different by weaving a digital program. 

We invite all members, to catch us live on 21st Oct ( Wed)

The Zoom id will be shared soon.

ANANDOMELA

25

Hope to receive an overwhelming 
response from audience and 
shower your love as always.
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With Best Compliment From

Kuberalaxmi Towers, 29/4 Bunglow Street
Perundurai - 638052. Erode (Dist) Tamil Nadu"

M/s Neem Agro
Pvt. Ltd.

With Best Compliment From

 Priya Rubber
Deochara, Dharamnagar,

North Tripura

Vanshika Security
Services (Regd.)

Specialist in Industries, Building, 
Hotels & Office Security

Head Off: A84, 2nd Floor, Sector-35 Noida (U.P.)
Branch Off: Pk-22, Sector-122 Noida (U.P.)

Branch Off: J-2 Bishanpura Sector 58 Noida (U.P.)
Email: vanshikasec.001@yahoo.in
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With Best Compliments From

Arihant Auto Trading, 
Biratnagar, Nepal

With Best Compliments From

C-109, Sector-A. Mahanagar Nagar
Lucknow - 226 006, India/

Tele / Fax : +91-522-4009886
E-mail : info@transworld.in
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ONLINE DURGA PUJA SPORTS /GAMES ACTIVITIES
OCT 2020

th24  oct Satday, Mahastami from 3.30pm to 4.30pm
1. Drawing competition
 Group 1….upto class 1(draw anything)
 Group 2…..class 2 to class 3(topic will be given on spot in zoom)
 Group 3……class 4 to class 5(topic will be given on spot in zoom)
 Group 4……class 6 to class 7(topic will be given on spot in zoom)

CRITERIA :
1)  Participants will be given topic on spot through zoom
2) Participants need to keep their vdo on in such a way that itb is visible that they are 

drawing that time
3) 1 hour will be given for completing the full drawing
4) No extra time will be given, ones 1 hour is over no entry will be accepted
5) Participants need to click the picture of their drawing and send in the whatsapp 

group in which they will be included priorly for judgement
Judges:   Madhumita Nandi,Srayana Sanyal

From 5pm to 6pm
2. Recitation competition
 Group 1….upto class 1… “Bapuram Sapure “ by Sukumar Ray
 (poem has already been circulated through mail)
 Group 2…..class 2 to class 3….”Khokar Saadh” by Kazi Nazrul Islam
 (poem has already been circulated through mail)
 Group 3…..class 4 to class 5…..”Jiboner Hisaab”by Sukumar Ray
 (poem has already been circulated through mail)
 Group 4…..ladies and gents….1)”Iti Corona Virus” by Vivienne,translated in bengali 

by Alokesh Mondal or 2)”History repeats itself” by Kathleen O' Mara
(poems- one english and one bengali have already been circulated through mail)

CRITERIA :
1) Group 1, 2, 3 need to memorise the poems and say, it will be live on zoom , no pre 

recorded recitation will be accepted
2) VDO must be on and the participant should be clearly visible in zoom
3) No external noise or sound should come from the participant's surroundings
4) Group 4 participants can choose between english and bengali poem and can say any 

one of the poem, group 4 participants do not need to memorise the poem
5) Marks will be alloted on pronounciation and expression also

Judges : Prisila Chattaraj, Chanda Warkare
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th
25  Oct Sunday, Mahanabami from 4pm to 5pm

1. Memory game and puzzle
 Group 1……class 6 to class 8(picture matching)
 Group 2…….class 9 to class 12(memory game)

From 5pm to 6pm

2. Tambola….. for ladies n gents

NOTE :
All participants need to have SmartPhone and good quality internet connection.
Zoom is required & Whatsapp is required.
For certain games being online on Zoom and Mobile Whatsapp is requied. 
Participants need to use Laptop for Zoom and Mobile for Whatsapp.
Certain games will need to be downloaded on mobile for playing and sharing results.
Certain games will be played online clicking link

1) For all events registration is must atleast in 1 day advance of the event/competition. 
Registration can be done through whatsapp to the number 8076854187(Souditi 
/Rumi)

2) Participants will be included in separate whatsapp grp as per individual games. 
3) All events/competitons will be conducted online through ZOOM. For game, all 

participant would need to  be also online on group during the game.
4) Each and every event/competition will be held live, no pre recorded or pre done 

items will be accepted at any cost
5) Participants must have “ screenshot “ facility in their mobile phones. This will be 

required to share results as per game requirement, on Whatsapp.Please practice 
taking screenshots so that you are comfortable to take it and share it quickly.

6) All instructions will be explained in details before the event/competition starts in 
ZOOM itself



TIM INSURANCE SURVEYORS 
& LOSS ASSESSORS PVT. LTD. 

9871970923, 011-45058555
Email : tarit@timgroup.in

With Best Compliments From

With Best Compliments From

INSSAN-NIC 
MANAGING COUNCIL

Chairman - Mr. Yogesh Munjal
General Seceretary - V.K. Srivastava

Jt. Secretary & Finance Secretary - Satya Prakash
Ex. Member - Naresh Gandhi
Ex. Member - Jagdish Prasad
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FROM THE DESK OF
CULTURAL SECRETARY

What a year this have been for all of us!! Who could have dreamt on the first day of this 
year, that the entire world will swing into the tunes of one of the most dreaded diseases 
that this generation has ever seen? Yes, I am talking about Corona Virus and the Covid-
19 pandemic. However, that couldn't deter our spirits, when it comes to the 
celebrations of Purbapalli Durgabarimembers. Since the beginning of this Bengali New 
Year, 1427, we have been thinking about how to get ourselves connected during 
lockdown times and that prompted us to setup our digital platform (Zoom Meeting 
Application) very quickly. We conducted our first program of the year, our usual 
PoilaBoishak celebration, digitally, with very good participation of our members. 
Following the success of this program, we met again regularly in the months of May 
(PochisheBoishak), August (Borsha Mongol) and September (Mahalaya). Our members 
continued to show their talents in these programs that presented a rich blend of 
recitation, music, dance, narratives and play in accordance with the program themes 
and it ended with ourDurga Puja program (Sankriti 2020).Let me take this opportunity 
to sincerely thank all our members for theiractive participation and supportin the 
successful conduct of these cultural programs. The cultural committee will come back 
with more such programs in this year. Stay well and stay blessed.
With Puja Greetings,
Arup Kumar Das.
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With Best Compliment
 from

GLOBAL ENTERPRISE, KOLKATA
11A, Earle Street, Maddox Square, Kolkata. Phone : +91 33 40062221

Major Brands : UNO MINDA, EXIDE, ASK, LUMAX, SPAL, 
HERO CHAIN AND SPROCKETS, SWISS, HALONIX ETC. 

EXPORTERS OF AUTO COMPONENTS
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CASTING :
1.Shiv…….Amulya Ray
2.Durga……IpshitaLahiri
3.Kartik…….Arnab Das
4.Nandi…..AbhirupLahiri
5.Bhringi….Sudeep Bhattacharya
6.Narod……AnjanGanguly
7.Asur………Anniruddha Nandi
8.Air hostess……Manashi Chatterjee
9.Person 1……Bhaskarda  De
10.Person 2…….Rahul  Ghosal
11.Person 3…….SatyajitGanguly
12.Interviewer……Proshanta Goswami          

SCRIPT : Joydeep Banerjee(Sweden) & Souditi 
Das
MUSIC :  Manashi Chatterjee & Bikram Gupta
COSTUME &PROPS : Souditi Das & Manashi 
Chatterjee
VIRTUAL SET DESIGN &VIDEOGRAPHY : Arnab 
Das
ART WORK :  Satyajit ganguly
DIGITAL EFFECTS :  Arijit Das & Satyajit Ganguly
BACKEND SUPPORT : Proshanta Goswami, 
AnjanGanguly, Mili Majumdar
DIRECTION : Manashi Chatterjee
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JAMAN AUTO, JESSORE

With Best Compliment From 

10, Mohsin Super Market, R.N. Road, Jessore, Bangladesh
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Harmony 
Foundation (RPG)

With Best Compliment From 

11 CAMAC Street Kolkata 700017
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MAESTRO 
ENGINEERING PVT LTD

With Best Compliment
From 
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Vagaries of Language

Mr.MD Majumder's first posting in the Assam PWD Civil Engineering Department was in Jowai in the year 

1962 and his first project was construction of the road from Jowai to Sonapur under the able guidance of his 

Boss, Mr.CK Hazarika, SDO (Civil ) who hailed from Jorhat while Mr.Majumder from Silchar. Although 

Mr.Majumder was a non sylethi but having being born and brought up in Silchar, where the medium of 

conversation was predominantly in Sylethi ( caveat : quite different from the one spoken by the Sylethi 

speaking Bengalis in Shillong), he could hardly speak the Calcutta Bengali dialect ( so called Calcatian ) or 

even Assamese.

Thus the conversation between Mr.Hazarika & Mr.Majumder used to be mostly in English & Hindi. 

Nonetheless, he did try to garner some courage to learn conversing in Assamese in order to please his Boss 

but failed miserably. On the contrary, within a year he started speaking fluently in Jaintia, thanks to his dear 

colleague Mr.Passah's Rapidex Jaintia speaking course.

But destiny had something else in store for Mr.Majumder, his marriage proposal in 1965, came from a place 

called Rangapara around 27 kms from Tezpur where the prospective bride's father was employed with 

Empire Tea Plantations. Rather than being excited to visit the prospective bride's family along with his 

brother in law and sister who were staying in Tezpur, he was more tensed because of his language 

constraint, since he could converse only in Sylethi and was very uncomfortable conversing in the Calcuttan 

Bengali dialect. 

It was probably in the month of August'65, on a weekend, he embarked on his journey from Jowai by the 

Assam State Transport Corporation Bus and in the evening landed in Guwahati and checked in at Happy 

Lodge, the hotel just adjacent to the ASTC Bus depot. His brother in law and sister had planned to reach the 

destination the next day from Tezpur. The following day in the morning, Mr.Majumder boarded the Tezpur 

Express train from Guwahati but after arriving at Rangiya, the train was stranded for about an hour due to 

derailment of a goods train near Tangla. It is pertinent to mention out here that the journey by bus from 

Jowai to Guwahati during those days used to be very tiring because of the difficult terrain and so out of 

fatigue Mr.Majumder soon fell asleep once the train departed from Guwahati. He suddenly woke up when 

the train started to leave Rangiya Station. His compartment was placed in such a position from where he 

was unable to get a clear view of the name of the station. So when the train started moving, Mr.Majumder 

could manage to read a word written in Assamese on the wooden bench because of similarity in the Bengali 

and Assamese alphabets and that word got registered in his mind.

The family members of the prospective bride were eagerly waiting for his arrival and eventually he arrived 

quite late in the afternoon. The interview of the prospective bride also got further delayed. While 

Mr.Majumder and his brother in law and sister were having lunch, the bride's father Mr.Biswas asked 

Mr.Majumder “kon station a train ta dar koriye rekhechilo” which goes in English “In which station the 

Rajib Dutta Majumder
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train was stranded”.  Mr. Majumder immediately recollected the word which was written on the wooden 

bench in Assamese and smartly replied “Tirota”. To his surprise, all others burst into laughter including his 

sister and brother in law.

Once everyone stopped laughing, Mr.Majumder enquired what led everyone to burst into laughter. 

Mr.Biswas told him that “Tirota” was not the name of the station. “Tirota” in Assamese meant “ladies” and 

that wooden bench was earmarked for the ladies to seat.

Despite being a part of such an embarrassing situation, Mr.Majumder's journey at the end proved to be a 

successful one as he was blown away by the looks of the daughter of Mr.Biswas and also because of her 

beautiful rendition of Bengali songs. Although, Mr.Majumder could not sing but he had the liking for good 

music and so without wasting any time he gave his consent for the marriage knowing fully well that his to be 

wife could neither speak nor understand a single word of sylethi. Probably, that was the key factor for his 

successful wedding life.

Mr.Majumder was my father and after hearing this from the horse's mouth during my growing up years, I 

made it a point to learn this Sweet Assamese language from my maternal uncles whenever I used to visit my 

maternal grandfather's place during winter vacation. 

Thanks to Tirota…
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Flyaway	Amelia
Ally was a very obedient child, and always listened to her parents. She loved playing with dolls, 

stuffed animals, clockwork toys, and so on.  One day, she was playing in the backyard, and had a 

basket full of toys with her. Now, Ally had a remarkable doll, whom she had named 'Amelia' after 

her closest cousin. Amelia indeed was a very unique doll. She had silky, blonde hair, a beautifull 

polka – dotted dress, matching sandals, and a bow in her hair.  Ally doubted if any of her friends had 

a doll as lovely as Amelia and was very grateful to her father to have bought it for her. 

While she was playing with her toys, Ally noticed an attractive balloon, the colour was similar as 

the dress of Amelia. “How charming this balloon would look if tied to Amelia's waist!” Ally thought. 

She ran to the tree, and swiftly climbed up to get the balloon, which was caught in one of its many 

branches. 

After tying the ballon to Amelia's waist, Ally heard her mother calling out to her from the kitchen. 

“Lunch is ready Ally!” .“I will leave Amelia here with the balloon while I go eat lunch.” Ally said to 

herself. The aroma of the food her mom had prepared made her mouth water. Without another 

thought, Ally skipped away inside the house, humming to herself. 

Abruptly, the wind started blowing. The balloon was rising in the air, with Amelia tied to it. The 

balloon soon started its journey, gliding and floating in the air, looking magnificent with Amelia 

tied to it. It went over buildings, factories, above bridges, schools, highways, and landed in an 

office, through the fireplace. When Ally came back after lunch and saw Amelia missing, she realised 

what must have happened. She started weeping relentlessly. 

That evening, when her father came back from office, he called out to her. He slowly took out what 

he was holding behind his back. Lo and behold, there was the balloon with Amelia still tied to it, the 

balloon which Ally had lost that afternoon! “Thank you so much daddy! But how did you find it?” 

Ally asked, with a puzzled expression.“Well, I was doing some work in the office today, when I 

heard a soft 'thud' coming from the unused fireplace. When I looked in, I saw a balloon with a doll 

tied to it. I immediately recognised this doll I bought for you the other day!” her dad said. 

Ally thanked her dad multiple times and left, tightly clutching the balloon and the doll in her hands. 

This incident taught Ally to be more careful of things which were precious to her. 

-	Riddhima	Sengupta	6C
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	Durgas	in	our	Midst	
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DARK AND DESOLATE
Aindri Basu, Class VI

In a still dark night,

As one sits desolate,

With nothing but the comfort of a stream of moonlight

As that one sits almost comfortably,

Comes the sound of the phone

A shrill and rather eerie ringing

I would rather be up there

With a cup of hot chocolate

And no despair

Gradually, I went up to the phone

Picked it up

But instead of a voice I heard a nerve wracking tone

I dropped the call

I looked out of the window

And remembered that beautiful night in June

I looked in the blurry distance and saw something

 And It looked redder than the moon

So, I wore my coat and stepped outside

I opened my phone

And booked a ride.

While I sat on the torn backseat

The driver spoke  with his wife

About a colossal furnace, he said it was about 500 feet

He said that sometimes it can consume the world in darkness

Changing people's innocence

And can domesticate fear in a world of happiness

He was about to ask if the country was treating them fair

But then I interrupted

And told him to take me there
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He shook and a reason he sought

But I myself didn't know

The reason for which with the driver I fought

At last he condescended

And went down a hill

And then again ascended

I thanked him and unleashed myself in front of that place

In the warping night air

I knew that after this I wouldn't have any dreams to chase

I stood in front and saw the fire crackling and roaring

Over the woods as the sun dropped

I could see a shadow wavering

It came close and close

And I felt my stomach rip to shreds

Then the whole world went dark and I knew I would never be ready to fight

Right then a gruff voice arose

I could hear but it wasn't anywhere in sight

It somehow made me realize the things to hold onto

It was as if it grasped the air

And whispered, “You aren't scared of the dark, are you?”
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GRATITUDE POEM 
Forget all attitude from longitude and latitude always show gratitude 

make every person your friends and dude 

whether ugly or cute 

never forget to show gratitude 

if friendship is a dish then love is the fruit

and sweet dish is gratitude

forget all attitude from longitude and latitude always show gratitude

be generous and cute 

God gave us life and food so we should give god some gratitude

in our lives we should always show gratitude by not being rude 

mom always says to show gratitude and to not be rude.

forget all attitude from longitude and latitude always show gratitude

be kind and be cool 

friends gave us friendship and support we should give friend's some gratitude 

don'tbe rude be kind and cute and make every person yours friends and dude whether ugly or 

god will really thinknice about you 

oh, oh oh oh oh gratitude is thankfulness

oh, oh oh oh oh gratitude is kindness

we should be thankful to other's

oh, oh oh ohohgratitude x2

gratitude is a thing that everyone should know

and everyone should follow

Akshita Ghoshal
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Don't you know how to respect seniors ! Come this side ! What's your name ?
st

I was surprised with the suddenly acquired harshness in my voice while I was addressing this new 1  year student 
st. I realized it is due to my recent promotion : From a timid 1  year student of mechanical engineering at Manesar 

nd
Polytechnic  to a senior 2  year student . My voice reflected that authority .

The tall fair frail boy had a unusual innocence wrapped around his face . I closely looked towards him . A faded 
blue jean trouser with a light green T shirt on top . Thin hairs appearing over his lips indicate his coming to age . 
Broad black eyes showed concern at this sudden development . He grew pale as he clasped the plastic folder he 
was carrying ,

Paramveer Singh Dhankar .  You can call me param. His voice was barely audible .
I laughed loudly . Paramveer ! Your father could not find another name ! You neither look like a paramveer or any 
Surveer ! Your name should have been named  “Lambodar “ . I loughed at my own joke . Any way , remember you 
should salute as soon as you meet a senior. Also your T Shirt must be tucked in . This is a requirement for all first 
year students . Understand ! Better  follow this  in future .

He nodded and stood frozen. I was pleased to exercise my newly coined “ Senior “ stature. I recalled my 
sufferings as junior last year after my admission. I moved forward.

This was the first of many encounters we had later. I was attracted by his pleasing personality, simplicity and 
sincerity. I used to off load my laboratory and workshop reports to him . He would complete and return fast. His 
sketches of workshop instruments like Vernier caliper was neat . Writing was clear . Many times I would share my 
tiffin with him. I gave him some first-year books also. 

One more activity brought us nearer . Both of us were fond of cricket . He was an excellent bowler and his his Off 
Cutters were lethal . We would practice after college hours . Slowly I invited him to visit my house . I also visited 
his house . My village was Mehmudpur where he stayed at KherkiDaula village – very near to mine . On many 
occasions we would bump into each other while travelling in bus to college . He lost his mother in early years. He 
lived with his father and a little sister. I met them during a trip to KhatuShyam temple in Rajasthan – His small  
sister was cute and lovely.

Time passed by. The Aravalli forest range would change color every fall and spring seasons . Many colorful  birds 
will descent on to our field during tiffin period . We would share roti pieces with them and enjoy their chirping 
and  jumping around us.

Days , weeks, months  rolled on . After umpteen number of bus trips in rickety Rajiv Chawk to  Panchgaon bus  , 
passing through  many terrifying pre examination days and then eagerly awaited  lively post exam holidays , 
witnessing Manesar ridge forest change color from leafless bare post winter look  to riot of red and yellow colors 
in spring and then  to lush green cover after rainy season, my long waited event came near . All old memories 
came to me like flash back screen shots – one after another. I remembered how despite of grinding poverty , 
mother was always optimistic about me- - Subhash; you are gem of a child , continue striving  , you will get 
success . I also recalled the adverse comments from my Aunt – Susila .  “ There is no doctor or engineer in our 

thfamily . You need lot of money to become one . Your father is growing older. Please leave studies after 12  and 
join him in his cloth shop. As an elder child, you must take responsibility” . However nothing distracted me.  I 
remember repeating my mathematics exercise for perfection when my friends were busy with their game of 
cricket near my room. I remember my sitting on our rooftop on  those dark nights ; looking towards the stars in 
the sky in silent prayer , my every day struggle to realize my dream -admission at Manesar polytechnic to become 
an engineer . My final year examination result was  out . I am an engineer at last .

Sand Castle
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The day I came to collect my diploma certificate , I met Param again . His distinctive and infectious broad smile 
was visible from the end of corridor . I hugged him and promised to keep in touch . I also told him to come to my 
house to collect final year books and notes , if he so desire.

Life is a multi act play . After screen dropped over my college days , it opened opening  my next act – entry to the 
harsh unprotected factory work environment.

I entered premises of Diamond Gears , IMT Manesar unit armed with a “ Diploma Trainee” recommendation 
letter from our placement and training officer of our  Manesar Polytechnic. The security incharge made me to 
sign a register and gave me an entry badge to hang on my neck. I then proceed to HR office upstairs as per 
instructions from security . 

HR manager Ms Urmila was nice . “ We got telephonic message from your placement officer “ – She told me . She 
enquired about my studies, my family . I got a form to fill up . I filled up form and attached my photo. 

I waited in the lounge . After some time, Ms Urmila gave me an identity badge and took me down to machine 
shop, where I have to start my training . 
This was the first time I met Mr Mahesh Sharma. I had lot of apprehension about factory bosses – But he was 
none of those. A pleasing personality . He took me around, introduced with all operators , Tool Crib Supervisor , 
Stores and Quality supervisors and took me around the machine shop . 

The machine Shop had two sections : One where the forged blank pieces arrive in bins for turning and machining 
activities . This is called the machine shop. The next one is called the gear shop : It had rows of Gear hobbing and 
shaping machines . At the end I noticed the final Quality section followed by packing and dispatch section. Mr 
Sharma then took me to the Vertical Machining Centre no: 18 – Tagged VMC 18 . This will be my workstation after 
I complete my short orientation training.

There was some initial hickups . I was unable to hold a micrometer properly for measurement .  I even pressed “ 
Start” button of the machine without the machine coolant splash guard on : Got my dress spoiled by gushing 
coolant. However my boss Mahesh Sharma was very helpful. He taught me all the initial steps how to run the 
machine , remove sharp burrs after machining is over . When to understand that the cutting tool life is over by 
observing part surface finish so that the tool can be changed etc . I started enjoying every minute of my stay at 
the factory.

Time passed by. I started enjoying my work. Mr Mahesh was also pleased to see my output . “ Your work as 
machine operator is only for first hand training . You have to take responsibility as shift supervisor . Don't forget 
you are a diploma engineer “ reminded Mr Sharma . He asked me to help him after the end if shift to write log 
book, record last days rejection data , tool breakage records and also the shift duty roster .  I helped him willingly 
as I could learn supervisory work at machine shop.

Then came a big day for me. I saw for two days, entire machine shop was cleaned , yellow borders separating 
material movement gang ways repainted . All operators instruction sheet hung on machines cleaned. We were 
informed that on the third day at 10 AM, there is an important customer visit . We were asked to wear all PPE 
equipment like eye protection glasses properly . Everyone was issued safety shoes with instruction to wear on 
the visit day positively. 

The visit day came . Our Plant Manager took the visitors around . When they came near my machine , the team 
stopped. One visitor asked me which are my important check points for the current part under production. I 
could explain properly . He then asked about operators instruction sheet hung on machine . I could explain this 
also . The team then moved on. 
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After the team left, Mr Mahesh came to me . “ Congretulations! Our Plant Manager was very pleased the way 
you replied the visitors . I am glad that you have come to his notice “ 

I was over the moon ! The opportunity brings me much nearer to getting this coveted job after my training is over 
.
Further opportunities came my way cementing my position. One customer received a wrong oversized gear . Mr 
Mahesh was furious and conveyed an emergency meeting . I got  an idea . I suggested that to prevent such defect 
in future we should use the final inspection station. The gear should be kept in a socket of correct size  while 
inspecting finally . In case the part is oversize , it will not fit and will be caught before dispatch . Everyone liked the 
idea . It was implemented . I was very happy as this success was taking me towards my final goal – A permanent 
job here as shift supervisor .

However fate had some different tests assigned for me. The B shift operator working on my station was an 
incurable alcoholic . His absenteeism was high.  One day Mahesh Sharma came to me rushing just before 3 PM 
end of my shift . “ Dear Subhash, please help me out . Next Shift operator informed about his absence at the last 
minute . There is an urgent work on this machine. Please work extra 4 hours and complete the backlog .”

He knew that I was working on a fixed training stipend . I cannot be compensated for this extra work . I thought 
for a while and agreed top his proposal . I called up father and informed about my delay . I had to work as 
required . It was a very small price to pay to get what I desire – A permanent job.

I did not realize that it was not a one time affair – Frequency of such requests increased with passage of time . I 
could not refuse – My leaps were sealed as I could not take the risk of making Mr Sharma angry.

Time passed by . Then the day came when my training period was to end . The penultimate day  I completed my 
work and went to the managers table . He was completing the shift log book . He looked towards me and asked 
me to take a seat.  It is sad that your training is coming to an end tomorrow , said Mahesh Sharma .Hope you have 
learned all necessary skill for machine shop. You are a hard working boy . You will get success wherever you go.

I did not understand what he was saying. I am not leaving ! I told him with conviction . You promised me a 
permanent job here as shift supervisor .  As you know , my conduct was good, I followed all of your instructions 
leaving little scope of any complaint . Then why there is a question of my leaving after training is over ? I wanted 
to know.
Good conduct and skill alone is not sufficient for getting a permanent job here – Said Mahesh. To get a job here , 
the main requisite is existence of a vacancy for a shift supervisor . Unfortunately there is none at this point of 
time . Not in machine shop production , or quality or even at Stores . I tried for you but there is no vacancy now . 
We will keep your details in our record and call you here as soon there is a vacancy . I feel bad for you , but I am 
helpless.

I felt like a white flamingo  shot suddenly during a tranquil flight over a beautiful lotus pond on a clear sunlit 
morning .This sudden blow made me numb for some seconds . 

I am a fighter all my life . I regained my composure and tried to clutch the last straw visible in front of me before 
drowning : OK in case you do not have vacancy for shift supervisor or quality supervisor : can you offer me job as 
machine operator at least  . I have worked for the whole year on this machining center . I need this job badly , my 
family eagerly waiting for my income to start . I shall wait for shift supervisor post coming my way later , but 
please accommodate me as a machine operator. 
I tried this option for you already, said Mahesh Sharma . There is no vacancy for machine operator either. I am 
sorry Subhash. You have acquired good skill, you are intelligent and sincere :  You will definitely get a job 
somewhere. I have some work . Please go to HR upstairs  to collect your stipend dues and certificate 
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I looked towards Mahesh Sharma in disbelief . What a transformation. He appeared to me like a chameleon – 
Changing color as per situational demand. He liked me so much – Now I am a passed chapter for him . He did not 
even have some minutes to console me .  I realized what I thought was a fale safe future career plan , was actually a 
sand castle built on the banks of an ever flowing river called time. How many boys like me has suffered such 
humiliating crushing of dream and exploitation in this country : Will the history ever bother to keep record – I do 
not think so.

It took some time to sink in . Ultimately I dragged my reluctant feet towards  gate  . I do not know how shall I face 
my mother after this . The entire family wants to see me settled .
After an week , I had to come to Diamond Gears again reluctantly . I went to the HR office upstairs . There was 
another round of consolation from MsUrtmila Saran  , the HR manager. She informed about my spotless record at 
machine shop . She promised to take up my case whenever there is any vacancy in the machine shop. However I 
was feeling like a drugged boy . I felt that her words were coming from long distance from the end of a hollow dark 
channel . I wanted to move out as early as possible .

I nodded , collected my full and final amount cheque and experience certificate . I knew that in the multi act play of 
my life , screen has fallen over Diamond Gears works act now . I looked around my dream office one again for the 
last time and started my long walk back .

After coming down the stairs , I entered gear shop first . Next is my work plane machine shop . one after another 
machine passed by – all machine operators busy with their work . However my eyes popped up when I came near 
my work station for one full  year : Vertical machining centre no : 18 . It was unmistakably my friend Paramveer 
.Workpiece under machining was inside the coolant flash guard in the machine . He was removing sharp burrs from 
the last workpiece with a pneumatic deburr cutter by hand – sincerely as ever , as if he was polishing edges for a toy 
meant for his sister.

Hello Param , surprised to see you here . How is life !

Hello Subhash . Glad to see you again. How is your mother ? People are nice here . My Manager Mr Mahesh Sharma 
is very caring . He taught me many initial things .  , like how to input tool wear  compensation in the machine 
computer for getting correct part dimension . I also help him in preparing shift duty roster and past rejection data 
analysis documents . Some times I am late to return home , but it is worth . He has promised me a job as shift 
supervisor after completion of my training period . I shall not allow my father to work any more after I get this job . I 
shall invite you for a party at Haldirams , KherkiDaula  after I get this job Subhash ! He was beaming with joy . I saw a 
dream in his eyes . He was a simple boy as ever. He even forgot to ask me what brings me here . He reminded me of   
my early  dreamy days at Diamond Gears .

I felt like shouting at full throttle to call Mahesh Sharma's bluff . However some invisible power hold me back. I felt 
that killing someone's dream is like killing the person physically . I did not want to commit this crime . I realized that 
life have transformed me from a bubbly energetic boy to a matured person in one stroke . I was surprised at my 
ability to act . I weared a feeble smile and told Param: look , the pallet with workpiece is coming out of machine . 
Please take care  . I am leaving . I shall definitely wait for you party after you get this job next year.

I took an auto and went upto IMT Manesar crossing . I waited for the same Panch Gaon – Rajiv Chowk bus to return 
home . I felt my  anger against Mahesh Sharma cooling down gradually . I understood he is also like a puppet  
dancing in tune with the string pulled by the puppeteer  . He has also to keep his job by dancing to his tunes  . He 
has to kill his conscience in doing  so . Pawns can only be at the designated place in the broad chessboard . Each 
move is decided by the chess player. We all are like pawns in a chess board.

The bus came after some time . I saw the IMT Manesar buildings passing by – Who knows , may be for the last time . 
I got down at Rajiv Chawk . I started walking reluctantly towards my fathers cloth shop at Sadar Bazar . 
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Birds eye - Arjuns Target
It was a gloomy overcast day at Shilong , the queen of hills in the North East.
I was shivering vehemently after an untimely bath forced by my mother . My head and body was covered by coal dust 
as a result of a long three days train journey from Calcutta to Shillong . She could not stand it anymore .
I remember we boarded Barouni express in the afternoon at Howrah station . After over night journey we reached 
Sakrikalighat on the banks of Ganga . Mother was walking fast holding me on one hand and a bag on other . Papa  ran 
with coolie and luggage to book a seat on the steamer . After crossing Ganga , we again ran over loose river sand to 
get a seat on the train waiting on other side. Somehow a cramped seat was available . Next morning we were passing 
over beautiful Tista and Torsa revers in North Bengal . I was looking out of window and gathering coal dust in the 
process  . In the evening , we reached Dhubri . Developed India and its broad gauge line terminated there. We 
crossed a platform and boarded a Meter Gauge small train . Next morning we were at Pandu on mighty Brahmaputra 
for a second steamer ride. It took us to Amingaon . We got on to a bus . We had to wait at Barapani for 2 hours as it was 
an one way road . Finally after three days journey from Calcutta , we reached cold and over cast Shillong .

Our new house was in Laban . It was situated halfway up in the hills .Two  water streams met near our house  . I was 
terrified when pushed inside scantly lit bath whose window would  open on a hill side wall . I ran out for life but of no 
avail. My small legs was no match to  my  mothers speed  . I was caught, overpowered  and given a thorough wash . I 
came out shivering.

This was my first encounter with Shillong . Gradually I started accepting the cold weather , got friends in the 
neighborhood and started enjoying my surroundings . One boy Ashok of my age was very nice . I started liking his 
companion and gradually he became my best friend . I had other playmates also . Twin sisters Mimi didi and Rimi didi  
along with their girls gang was in our team .

The period of this story  is late 60's . India got independence before  ten years , but British hangover was there . Papa 
took me first to St Edmonds school .  I encountered a 6 feet tall white man whom people called Father . He called me 
near and patted my back. However I get terrified . In the night I got a dream – The Father was running after me with a 
long stick in hand : I woke up crying loudly . I refused to go to that school . Luckily  Papa also choose a nearby school , 
The Laban Secondary school . I got a reprieve.

The  British influence was there everywhere . We used imported Bianca Tooth paste in the morning , ate imported 
Horlicks biscuit . My mother used imported  wool knitting sticks to knit my sweater- This list goes on . I waited for 
Sunday morning – the day I used to get two round  thin arrowroot biscuits . I used to cut the diameter of it slowly till it 
become tiny . Thereby I could endure it longer.

Ashok was also my school mate and my soul mate. We used to go school together followed by my ayah Shanti who 
carried the school bag. We took a shortcut up hills through pine trees, picking pine cobs on the way and throwing 
them far bellow . 

We invented mouth blow cannon for use during our journey to school . At Shillong , house walls were  light and made 
of thin bamboo stick “ Ikra” arranged on wooden frames. Masons used to throw cement on the frame and level using 
a long wooden board . We would request them to cut few small pieces for us. While going to school, we would pickup 
wild green small wild berries and put it on one side of Icra tube. After blowing with mouth, the wild fruit would fly out 
like bullet . It was a competition between us on who can cover greater distance. 

Ashok stayed at the house of his married sister Anjudidi . He had to run errands to return their favor. His mother was a 
music teacher and lived at Sodpur near Calcutta . He could meet her once a year only . He looked sad whenever I 
enquired about her . We shared both  our sorrow and joy moments   . I remember , once I saw few cute new born 
puppies near  the school guards house . I requested the guard Ramcharan and with his permission , picked up a cute 
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brown and white puppy . I carried it back to home ignoring Shantis advise . We played our heart out with it all the 
afternoon. I then gave it some milk and made a small bed with jute bag for it inside our bathroom to protect it from 
cold .  However a big disaster was waiting to happen. It cried whole night for its  mother . In the morning mother gave 
it to me for returning its mother  . It was a sad day for me . Even few decades later , the playful small eyes of the puppy 
when he looked back haunts me.

I can narrate another moment of grief . One day after return from school , mother gave me a flat bowl of a distasteful 
liquid called milk along with some rice soaked in it. Time stood still as I  looked at the milk bowel blankly . Suddenly  I 
heard shouting of all playmates running  near my window – I lost my cool . I drank the milk fast and spread the rice on 
floor . I placed the flat bowl on top of the spread rice so that no one can notice . I ran out to play outside . However 
disaster was in the waiting. When it became dark , I entered the corridor only to find mother waiting with a hand fan 
and the handle was pointing towards me . I looked for some escape route , but on the other side was the lane through 
Pears and Plum trees leading to toilet. Mimi Didi told me that after darkness descend  , ghosts appear and sit on the 
high branches . It was dangerous escape route. Safety always come first.  Hence I resigned to fate – Got a solid 
thrashing from mother . 

Next day while going to school , I showed the red marks on my leg to Ashok. He also had a similar story . He was doing 
home work when his sisters mother in law called up for a glass of water . He was late and then  got similar thrashing . 
There were a brother in law and sister in law of his sister . Both used to bully Ashok. He endured them as he had no 
other option . His mother could not bear expenses for his studies.

However some sorrows were my personal and not for sharing. One day all students of our class lined up outside our 
school gate . Nina madam was in front and Catharine madam was looking the rear side.  We walked  in  line to a 
house decorated with flowers and colorful clothes . I found my favorite English teacher Devyani madam sitting on a 
couch in a mekhela chador – An Assamese bridal dress . She wore ornaments and was looking beautiful . She asked 
me to sit by her side . All students went inside the courtyard  in for lunch. My food came near the couch . In the 
afternoon we had to leave. I caught hold of her hand and refused to leave . I knew that we may not meet her  later . 
My apprehension came true . When next day she did not turnup, I went to Nina madam for enquiry . She bend down 
to match my height and told me – “She will never come to our school my child! . She will go to her husbands house “.  I 
cried loudly and cursed that cruel person called husband who snatched her away from us . I  became immensely sad.

We shared our moments of joy too  . The day I got permission from mother , we would  visit Lady Haidari park behind 
Red Cross Hospital . The garden was full of poppy and Rhododendron flowers with small slope of grassland. We 
would climb up and roll down together . After lot of persuasion, our ayah Santi could take us out  of park. 

We had started a grand collaborative water body project in our school . there was small flat step down hill not visible 
from school ground . One day we watched our attendants dog Tommy scooping out earth to create a small pocket . A 
grand idea struck us. For the next few days we made that hole bigger during tiffin time using a strong bamboo stick  . 
Our objective was to make a water body to collect rain water . We can then use it for sailing paper boats . It would  
offer a new play option once completed . We took Tommy along for our safety  as there was chance of some animal 
like mongoose coming out of that hole 

However we had to abandon our project midway . One day mother asked why my white shirt cuffs are getting soiled . 
I explained about our joint waterbody project work. To my surprise. there was no appreciation . Instead , I was made 
to brush the cuff with soap. My suffering increased as  Santi was enjoying and  laughing from behind. I wondered 
why  elders could not appreciate and encourage children's ideas .World would become better if they did so. 
 In the first week of every month, father would go to Barabazer to buy monthly ration. A Nepali Dazu with Thapa 
basket on back followed us from shop to shop . I used to take permission from Ashok's   sister and took him  along . 
after buying groceries and pine sap wood sticks to start  wood burning in oven , we would let the Dazu go with 
material and our address downhill for a shortcut . We would then go to Police Bazar market for a pack of Jelibi .  After 
this enjoyable monthly trip, we would come back through Garrison area . On the way back we would book a wooden 
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log from a lakkar store in upper Laban  . A dazu carried it to our house , use his axe to cut it to small pieces and keep in 
stack  for drying . He got four annas for this hours work.  Mother used these over a month as fuel in stove along with 
pine sap wood stick.

We would play in a group outdoors : sometimes police and thief game , sometimes game of seven stones along with a 
tennis ball. Girl gang were our problem area – they could not run fast . However they could come to our rescue during 
cold and rainy days. We would join them to solemnize marriage of their dolls . I preferred to be member of “ Barati” or 
grooms group . We were treated well with toffies. Sometimes Mimi didi and Rimi didi would  organize cultural 
program in our balcony. Mothers sari would cover three sides for a make shift stage . All girls would wear short saries 
and  ornaments made of golden creepers available in abundance on our mehndi shrub fencing . Dance by girls group 
will then take place . Sometimes , I used to recite a poem also. We did not have any distractions like mobile phone as 
available today.

The best group activity was a  July function  called “ Radha Krishan Jhulan Jatra “ We will make a small town below a 
swing where an idol of Lord Krishna with his companion Radha will be erected . The town would have grass medows 
made of green colored wood shavings , road made of sand , pond made from a water holding tiffin box and small 
trees of pine branches . We will collect dolls and animal toys from all , place there . A thali for donation was our main 
attraction . On a good day we could collect upto five  rupees  . We would then buy toffies and namkeen  for all.One 
Anna could fetch a small old container of namkeen.

I had my share of embarrassing moments also . My father was Assistant Collector of Customs and Central Excise . This 
was a long and difficult word . Much simpler was a similar sounding word “ Clark” which I heard from people. One day 
two uncles in our neighborhood were conversing . One of them asked me  “ What your father does “ . I replied “ He is 
a clark” as it was simpler and sounded similar . However it turned out to be wrong. The other uncle told laughing “ 
Your father is an officer and not a Clark . He is an Assistant Collector” . I understood that this word exchange went  
terribly wrong . 

I was one of the lucky boys in our gang who have seen a train. But for the  rest , they only heard about it . Hence we 
were all thrilled when government arranged a fair in the Garrison ground . We saw small vans on tyres given shape of 
a train. We could sit on them . A Jeep would then pull it around the field to give us a feel of train on rails.

Time passed by and we graduated from childhood to teenage. Our friend group was now different and excluded  Mimi 
didis girl gang. We did not have flat field to play football or cricket in the neighborhood. We had to go near Garrison 
ground . Better field would be occupied by seniors. We got only the field next to Garrison Cinema hall having several pine 
trees . We had to dribble around them. However we had a solace . Before start of matinee show and during interval, they 
would play Lata Mangeshkar songs. We would go  near the rear gate to listen them from outside 

We also shared same passion of collecting photos of players and pasting on old note books . I had photos of Chandu 
Borde from India, Hanif Mohammad from Pakistan, Denis Lillie from Australia and Michel Tissera from Sri Lanka in 
my stock.

The age brought us more freedom. On Durga Puja days , both of us used to get two annas for enjoyment and were 
allowed to roam independently without Shanti on our toes . We would  visit all Puja pandals followed by a visit to a 
sweet shop in the entrance of police bazar . Two annas would fetch us one samosa and chutney.

However we got very little opportunities for entertainment . Garrison hall ran same picture for months . Our only 
entertainment gadget was a valve radio set. Father would listen to news . Mother would endure the noisy “ Music on 
request” programmes . Once a week on Friday evening there was a drama broadcast from Calcutta radio station . 
Some day they will play “ Shahjahan “ or Chitrangada “ . Mother would sit near the set with ears next to the set for a 
clear sound. We could listen to cricket commentary which started after legendary starting tune by V. Balsara . Our 
ayah Santi saw nothing of this kind in their Nepali basti in upper Shillong . I used to tease her by saying “ There are 
some very small people insde this set who speak” . She would look around to find whether she could see any.
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One class mate  from a well to do  family told us about visiting a Chinese restaurant in Police Bazar. He described that 
the food resembled some boiled long earthworms over some fried vegetables. We shuddered to imagine eating 
such stuff. We promised never to visit a Chinese restaurant.

Our teachers also changed when we moved on from primary section. We were lucky to have  some excellent 
teachers. We had to study British History . Vijay sir will virtually take us to those old time when the first democratic 
movement gave us a charter of demands called “ Magna Carta “, or the Catholic – Protestant conflict  when the 
Emperor of Spain send His Armada to attack England . Witty Admiral Nelson placed a burning ship to distract the 
mighty Armada only to defeat them comprehensively.  He would explain how after his first defeat in the hand of 
allied forces , emperor Napoleon was imprisoned in the small island of Corsica off French coast . The brave Napoleon 
swam across the sea to reach France coast  to become emperor again. Picture of such incidents would be painted in 
our memories.

Geography class taught by Sunil sir was even more interesting . He would explain us how time zone changes as per 
latitude of a place . How the world  is wrapped around by several atmospheric  pressure bands. Central band is called 
Equatorial low pressure band with lot of rains and greenery . It passes through Sri Lanka , Congo and Brazil . We will 
travel virtually with him to the Amazon rain forest and the  tribes  living on the banks of mighty Amazon. Then comes 
temperate zones of China , Russia on the top and Tanzania and Argentina below it . We would imagine the Quebracho 
cowboys patrolling the Argentinian preires with their livestock .  After the temperate zones would come high 
pressure band with scanty rains . He would  explain how in dry and cold desert of Mongolia tribesman would hunt 
rabbits  using domesticated hunting eagles . It was more punishing in the Kalahari desert in south Africa and 
Patagonia desert in Chile . There was no rain for the last one hundred years . However in that harsh environment 
rabbit colony do flourish . They w0uld  run inside borrows when  puma cats from Andes highland would attack them 
or the eagles would come down suddenly . On the right side there is mighty south Pacific ocean. The rabbits would 
survive eating leaves from shrubs grown using moisture from sea . They will enjoy their life without any complaint 
about the odds they face . Such pictures would get embedded in our little minds . Changing economic situation  has 
robbed us of such teachers now. We do not find them any more in our schools.

Result of annual examination was out. Ashok has secured first position this year also . I always wonder how he 
manages this year after year despite the unfavorable atmosphere  and hardships at his sisters house .

Suddenly a hard news came as a bolt from the blue. The world around me changed all of a sudden . My father got 
transfer order . His new place of work will be Guwahati.  I watched all packaging activity with a heavy heart . I took 
leave from all my childhood friends with whom I grew up . I promised Ashok that we will write letters regularly . Santi 
and my mother  cried unconsolably as our taxi departed .

However we could not keep in touch as per promise  . Our life went on a different path.

Three and half decades later , after completing my engineering degree , changing several jobs and associated town 
and cities , I found myself working for a company manufacturing exhaust system parts for automobiles. M/S Ford  
India was an important customer for our company. We requested them to allow us export of these parts outside 
India to Ford Argentina,   Thailand and Europe. We decided to visit their head quarter situated at Dearborn ,  Detroit 
to pursue  our case and give a presentation about our manufacturing and quality control capability .

A visit was arranged . I along with two other colleges travelled to USA to meet Ford exhaust system development 
group engineers. On the visit date , Mr Chang Lee , an exhaust system engineer came to pickup us from hotel and take 
inside Ford Dearborn premises  through their security .

Mr Lee had a nice cubicle . one side was decorated with artificial flowers . He also had his daughters photo on this 
wall side. He explained that as per Ford policy , they are allowed to make the work area homely so that they can work 
attentively with ease.
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Finally our moment came . We walked into a conference room where four team members from Ford Exhaust System 
department was present. The leader was an aged and bald headed Indian . Two other persons besides Mr Lee was 
present . We gave our presentation followed some questions and answer session. 

The team leader invited us to his cubicle after the meeting for further discussions. His cubicle was also decorated as 
per his liking . A photo of an old Indian lady was pasted on a corner. I understood that it must be his mother .

He introduced himself as Ashok Das and asked for our introduction. However before we could start , the name raised 
curiosity in me  . I asked him, did you have any connection with the north eastern city of Shillong . He asked my name 
and then we stood still for few seconds holding each others hand in disbelief. Time stood still for few seconds .  I 
understood that earth is really round .

He narrated his story . After schooling he appeared for Joint Entrance examination and got admitted in Jadavpur 
University in Calcutta . As this was the only engineering where day scholars were allowed, it suited his pocket . He 
stayed with his mother at Sodpur , earned some money by taking home tution . This along with his National 
Scholarship somehow kept them afloat . His mother continued to take her music classes for support .  After 
graduation , he appeared for GRE , got admission in Penn State University . Rest was visible. He married one of his 
class mates from Jadavpur University and now is father of two boys. 

I narrated my story . I enquired about his sisters famility . Her tyrant brother in law now works as a supervisor in a 
Transport company based in Rehabari , Guwahati . His sister and her husband are  no more there  . His mother is also 
not alive now. 

I expressed my limitation about visiting  visit his house this time as we had to catch a flight that  night .I then took 
leave . I reminded him of Sunil sirs geography class days  . I told him -  “ You are like those rabbits thriving  in the cold 
inhospitable terrains of Patagonia in Chile  . They confronted the mighty puma and eagles from  the hill  side and 
mighty ocean on the other side .They braved extreme cold weather and dryness without any complaint of injustice 
from God. They clutched the food from scrubs and thanked God for the sunshine giving them warmth in the extreme 
cold weather . Their life went on like your life . You utilized whatever opportunity came your way and got this success .  
I am proud to have such a friend “ 

I took leave and proceeded towards the gate . I told my colleagues that despite gloom all around, world is still a 
livable place because of such people . They aim their life goal like Arjun aimed for the birds eye  with his arrow 
ignoring all distractions surrounding him. Their honest hard work makes this world a better place.
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S-CCI India Pvt. Ltd.
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With Best Compliments From

SAR HOUSE

Vill. & P.O. Jhanjarbali, Distt. Cachar, Assam PIN: 788119
Mob No.: 9101586469, 9401131243

Prop. Akhtar Hussain Laskar

Deals in : Fertilizer, Pesticides and Seeds etc.
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With Best Compliments From

AGRO SERVICE CENTRE 
Vill & P.O.-Tupamari, Via-Nagarbera-781127

Dist. Kamrup (Assam), Ph.: 94355 48642
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With Best Compliments From

BORAH FERITILIZER STORE

Haibargaon: Nagaon - 782002 : Assam
Ph.: 221201(R), 223986(O), 9435060519 (M) 

Deals in: Pesticides & Fertilizers
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With Best Compliment From With Best Compliment From

Regd. Office
“Golcha Trade Centre”

4 Floor, Ajmeri Gate, M.I. Road, 
Jaipur-302001 (India), Ph.: +91 141 4056666

Fax: +91 141 4056666, Email: info@golchagroup.com

PIONEER & LEADERS IN 
TALC

For
Cosmetics, Pharmaceutical, Paper, Paints,

Soap & Detergents, Ceramics Textiles, Rubber
& Foam and Plastics

M/s U.U.Saiyad
Gandhinagar, Gujarat

M/s Apsara Beej Bhandar
North Barpeta Road, 

Dist. Barpeta (Assam) Ph-9435124935

GREEN NURSERY
DEALERS IN: BVFCL, IPL, PPL, 

ANJUSHA GROWERS &

MANUFACTURERS PVT. LTD., IFFCO

E BAZAR LTD. KHAITAN CHEMICALS & FERTILIZERS LTD,

ZUARI AGRO CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.

TEESTA AGRO INDUSTRIES LTD.,

INDORAMA INDIA PVT. LTD.

P.O.-Barpeta Road, Dist.- Barpeta (Assam) PIN 781315

STD 03666-261472 (O), 94351 23120, 94351 24026

Email: greennurserybarpeta1@gmail.com

R.S.
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V.K. ENTERPRISES

VIVEKANANDA GENTS HOSTEL

With Best Compliments From

With Best Compliments From

TRANSPORT CONTRACTORS

7, Town Statation Road, Mayiladuthurai-609 001
Regd Off: Flat-3, “Chandra” 25/13, Arcot Street, T.Nagar, Chennai -600 017
Ph.: +91 44 24357460, Email: vke1980@gmail.com, vke@vktransports.com

Ahome for Staying of Working MEN & STUDENT,

Bhatjungla, Krishnagar, Nadia. W.B. 741101

(Amit Kumar Saha)
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Sanchita Memorial Foundation

RANA CHOWDHURY

With Best Compliments From

With Best Compliments From

(Low Cost Hostel for economically challenged girls for education and upliftment) 

Ghurni, Krishnagar, Nadia, W.B 741103

A Home For Homeless
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SOHAIL
AGRO SERVICE 

Address: Barpeta Road, Dist: Barpeta,
Assam-781315, Mob: 97070 29486, 80116 93035

Email: sohailagroservice@gmail.com

M/s H&T Contractor  

With Best Compliments From

(Amit Kumar Saha)

KRISHI HOUSE
Main Road, Barpeta Road, 

Dist.: Barpeta (Assam) 781315

Ph.: 8638471440, 9435123107

Email: krishihouse@gmail.com
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Vipin Kumar | +91 8192929298
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VNA Interior & Developers Pvt. Ltd.

P-1204, Logix Blossom Green Sec 143 Noida U.P.
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20-20 Tournament Glimpses 2019



Picnic Glimpses 2019Picnic Glimpses 2019Picnic Glimpses 2019
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Picnic Glimpses 2019Picnic Glimpses 2019Picnic Glimpses 2019
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(Handling & Transport Contractor)

With Best Compliment From

Add: 49, Karbala Road, P.O. - Cossimbazar Raj
P.S. - Berhampore, Dist.- Murshidabad

State- West Bengal, PIN-742102

SUNRISE CARRIERS
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MEDIA	SECTION
Snippets of Print Media Coverage 

featuring Purbapalli Durgotsav 2019
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Painting by Aarohi Kundu (age 6) 
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Painting By:   Akshita Ghoshal
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Sketches By:  Tanisha Dutta Majumder
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Art-Pia GhoshArt-Pia GhoshArt-Pia Ghosh
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AUTOMOTIVE PAINTED PLASTIC COMPONENTS

It’s time to GLIDE

N-6, Sector-1, DSIIDC, Bawana Industrial Area, 
Bawana, Delhi - 110039, India, Ph.: 011 65153689

M.: 09868510474, 09210714053, 
Email: roadeezcustormercell@gmail.com, Web.: www.mudguardvisor.com

POONAM INDUSTRIES
Mrfs of: Visor, Mudguard, Side Panel, Tail Panel & Accessories

With Best Compliment From
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